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P.D. Eastman's canine classic—perfect for fans of the Netlix Original Go, Dog. Go! animated
preschool series! Written for beginning readers using only 75 different words, this beloved
Beginner Book by P.D. Eastman—edited by Dr. Seuss—features all kinds of wonderful dogs
riding bicycles, scooters, skiis, roller skates, and driving all sorts of vehicles on their way to a
party held on top of a tree! This is a perfect gift for P.D. Eastman fans and dog lovers of all ages!
Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These
unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on their own, using simple
words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax
and Oh, The Places You'll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing readers ages
3-7, and lucky parents too! "The canine cartoons make an elementary text funny and coherent
and still one of the best around."--School Library Journal. 

Life lessons? Romance? Literary instruction? Go, Dog. Go! offers all this and more, wrapped up
in one simply worded, warmly hued package. Using single-syllable words in rhythmic repetition,
and introducing colors and prepositions, this Seuss-styled classic has been an early favorite of
children since 1961. For those looking for deeper meaning in a beginning reader book, here
you'll find nothing less than a microcosm of life. Green dogs, yellow dogs, big dogs, little dogs.
Dogs who prefer cars, dogs who favor skis. All represent the diversity a child will find in the
world. And the slow-to-bud romance between the cheerfully oblivious yellow dog and the
mincing pink poodle explains more succinctly than most self-help books what goes on in many
grown-up relationships. Nonetheless, Eastman takes the concept of "primary" to heart, with his
simple silly phrases and solidly colored illustrations. Not only will this book inspire peals of
laughter in kids, it will also help them make the magical connection between those mysterious
black squiggles on the page, and the words they hear and speak. (Ages 4 to 8)Review"The
canine cartoons make an elementary text funny and coherent and still one of the best around."--
School Library Journal. About the AuthorA protege of Dr. Seuss, P. D. EASTMAN wrote and/or
illustrated many books for children, among them the Beginner Books Go, Dog. Go!, The Best
Nest, Sam and the Firefly, A Fish Out of Water, Robert the Rose Horse, Big Dog...Little Dog, and
Are You My Mother?Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “excellent. I took my 6 and 8 years old grandsons to the musical on
Saturday. Had never heard of the storybook. We loved the whole play. So I ordered the book; it
arrived today and I read it to our 3 year old grandson. He, too, loved it and could read some of
the words. I will be ordering more of P.D. Eastman's books as they are a little simpler than Dr.
Seuss.”

Susan R., “One of childhood favorites. Bought this as a gift for a friend who's son was struggling
with sight words. She loved this one and the other one I got, "Hop On Pop." Seemed to have
helped him also.  :D”

Paul T. Ushijima, “Great classic kid’s book. Simple, quick story, colorful illustrations, engaging
“subplots”. Fun classic. My kids who had this read to them are now reading this to their kids.”

Christine Jensen, “Classic, funny, great message for any age and easy read for new readers!. I
love the message this book shares for young and old!Super easy to read and laugh with!It is my
go to baby shower gift!”

Joey, “It's a classic!. I read this to my kids so many times 50-something years ago, I could recite
most of it from memory. It's a fun book that the adult reader will enjoy, and the 3-yr-old listener
will, too. It's a book the new reader can read and enjoy. When I ordered it for a 3-yr-old's
Christmas present, I read it through and laughed again--it's a great book.”

Sweetie, “Tiny, pocket sized book. Same content. I was expecting a full sized book. But it's still
a childhood favorite and a story that I want my grandchildren to enjoy as well”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. My kids love the book”

Ron Buhr, “Go Dog Go. One of my favorites.”

Heather S, “Ridiculous, fun to read.. My 6 year old grandson doesn't love to read, but wanted to
turn the pages of this book and reads it over and over. He particularly loves the 'hat' dogs...”

G Karagul, “Great book and a classic!. Both my boys love this book! This book is complete
genius as it teaches your child prepositions such as over, under, on, at etc... in such a fun way. It
has a couple of fun threads running through the book to maintain interest which includes dogs in
cars heading towards a dog party and one dog trying on different hats to impress another dog.
The illustrations are old and the red colour looks more like orange. But it makes up for this in
written content. This is not a conventional story book and at first glance it seems to jump around



but i think it adds to the interest. I love reading this with my boys and they enjoy trying to read it.
This is the second time i've bought this book as the other got so tatty from constant handling.”

Miily, “An old favourite.. Lots of repetition and pictures children will love.”

mirobola, “Irresistibly good. "Read" by two-year old who, like everyone, loves the "I do not like
that hat". Started with daughter (now 50) and now still going strong 2 generations down. I have
bought lots of these for toddlers. They have always loved it and the parents have been grateful...”

James H, “My boy loves it almost as much as me!. I loved this book as a kid and now my boy
lives it. A colourful fun way to learn to read. Still love the dog party up the tree climax at the end.
Happy days”

The book by P.D. Eastman has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 8,504 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 96 pages
Reading age: 1 - 4 years, from customers
Lexile measure: 240L
Grade level: Preschool - 2
Item Weight: 8.8 ounces
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